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THERE IS VERY LITTLE READILY AVAILABLE INFORMATION ON
the Bell and McMahon scrip from Gainesville, AL other than the dates,
denominations and printer.  That makes it a challenge to the collector to
find out just who or what “Bell and McMahon” was and where was

Gainesville, AL.  It’s a project that rewards the curious with a look at some early
entrepreneurs in Alabama and their ability to overcome personal tragedies as they
settled in the new state.  

The search for information begins with an examination of Alabama
Obsolete Notes and Scrip by Walter Rosene, Jr., published in 1982 by the Society of
Paper Money Collectors.1 Although this reference is now somewhat dated, it is the
only book devoted exclusively to Alabama notes and scrip.

The Notes

Rosene lists five different denominations issued by Bell and McMahon:   5
cents, 10 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00 notes.  There are two different varieties
listed for the 5 cent, 50 cent and $1 issues (R104-1 to R204-8) suggesting that there
are a total of 8 different notes that would be needed to constitute a complete set (not
counting possible plate varieties and printing errors).   The two nickel notes carry
dates of 1862 and 1865, while all of the remaining notes are 1865 issues.  The size of
the notes are all the same with the area inside the frame lines being  5 ¼ by 2 ½
inches and their backs are blank.

Rosene was only aware that Bell & McMahon issued notes in 1862 and
1865.   However, Hugh Shull, a leading dealer in obsolete and confederate currency,
listed three different 183-’s notes in his 1997 (2nd Edition) sales catalog.2 They
were:  a 25 cent, a 50 cent note and a $1 note.   Shull describes these notes as having
vignettes including a train/ship, ship/beehive and town/bridge respectively.  All were
described as unissued and unlisted and the $1 as “very rare.”  

Haxby, another major reference work in the field of obsolete banknotes
released in 1986, does not list any Gainesville, AL notes. Haxby doesn’t list scrip,
but bank notes.3 The 183-’s issues do not appear in any reference searched other
than the single reference in the Shull catalog in 1997.    
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Relative Scarcity of Notes

A review of the currency archives of Heritage Auctions (HA.com), a promi-
nent currency auction company, reveals only six different Bell & McMahon notes,
representing four denominations, were sold through HA between 2000 and early
2012.  These sales were as follows:   5 cents (1), 10 cents (2), 25 cents (1) and 50
cents (2).  There were no $1 notes or 1862 issues listed or sold during this period by
Heritage Auctions.  Although there are certainly many other venues in which these
notes could have been sold, the limited evidence available electronically shows that
Rosene’s rarity levels of Rarity 5 (11-25 known) for his nickel and dime notes and
Rarity 7 (1-5 known) for the remainder of the Bell & McMahon series is an accurate
assessment.    As to the earlier issues reported in the Shull catalog, research  on the
Bell & McMahon names lead me to believe that these issues never were released and
were most likely intended for a business that did not materialize.  They must certain-
ly be extremely rare.

Change Notes Outlawed in late 1862

Prior to the release of the January 1, 1863, State of Alabama fractional
notes, the State made the private issue of such notes illegal on December 4, 1862,
with the following:

“An Act to Prevent the Circulation of Change Bills”

Section 1.  Be enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
State of Alabama in General Assembly commenced, that any person, pri-
vate corporation, or association, who, without authority of law, makes,
omits, accepts, or agrees to accept, by stamping or otherwise, or signs, or
countersigns, by printing, writing or otherwise, any paper, or instrument
commonly called a shinplaster, to answer the purposes of money, or for
general circulation, such person, and each individual member of such
corporation or association, on conviction, must be fined, for each
offense, not less than twenty, nor more than five hundred dollars, and
may be imprisoned not less than three, nor more than twelve months,
and the signatures, whether written or printed, shall be taken as genuine,
unless the defendant denies the same under oath.”4

This law went into effect for makers of these notes almost immediately fol-
lowing a notice which had to appear for four consecutive weeks in the Montgomery
Advertiser and Mail. As a result, most issuers of these change notes recalled their
issues.   For example, Jonathon Bliss, a local lawyer and President of the Gainesville
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Insurance Company (R-107), placed an ad in the local paper encouraging holders of
his notes to bring them to his office for redemption.5 It was not clear what holders of
his notes would receive in return.  Section 5 of the Act also made it illegal to use
change notes in commerce effective April 1863, so there was little point in keeping
the notes.  Obviously most private issues of change notes, including those of Bell and
McMahon, disappeared from use after early 1863.

The Printer of the 1865 Issues

Rosene states that the printer of the two different 5 cent notes was unknown,
while the remaining notes were all printed by “David Walker & Brothers, Stationers
& Lith, 4 Park Place, New York.” Since this was at the end of the War, the use of a
northern printer is not surprising.  We can now confirm that the 5 cent R-104-2 note
of 1865 was also printed by David Walker and Brothers, although Rosene apparently
did not see one to verify that fact.  Since the other 5 cent note was printed in 1862, it
was probably printed by someone from the South.  There is no information regarding
the printer of the 183-’s notes listed in Hugh Shull’s catalog.

The 1865 dates include April 1 which was about a week before the surrender
of Robert E. Lee on April 9, 1865, and some dated June 15th which was about two
months after the official surrender.   The dates on the 1865 notes also bracket the
official surrender of the troops stationed at Gainesville, AL by their commander Lt.
General Nathan Bedford Forrest, which occurred on May 9, 1865.6 A monument in
Gainesville commemorates that event.

All of the 1865 issues were issued “under authority,” meaning under the mil-
itary authority of the Federal government.   With state notes and Confederate notes
forbidden, and very little federal currency circulating in the area immediately after
the end of the War, merchants in Gainesville and elsewhere were desperate for some
form of currency to support their businesses.  It was not uncommon for the military
authorities to allow such issues under these circumstances.   For example, Augustin
Lynch in Tuscaloosa (about 45 miles from Gainesville) also issued fractional, as well
as $1 and $2 notes in 1865 “under authority” in 1865.  (Rosene 232).

The Town of Gainesville, AL

The town of Gainesville was founded in 1832 by a man named Col. Lewis,
but named for George Strother Gaines.7 It seems Mr. Lewis had initially sold the
land to Gaines only to be offered double the price by another individual a few days
later.   When Lewis informed Gaines of this unfortunate situation, Gaines offered to
relinquish his hold on the land and allow Col. Lewis to resell the land to the higher
bidder.  Mr. Lewis then refunded Gaines’s deposit and sold the land to the higher
bidder.  Lewis created a town on part of his land and named it Gainesville in appreci-
ation for the unselfish act of Gaines.   (Gaines was a very prominent figure in the
early days of the Mississippi Territory and served initially as an “assistant factor,” a
person who represented the Federal Government to the Indian tribes.   He is now
widely accepted as having been a strong friend of the Choctaws during the period of
“removal.”8)

Sulzby reports that Gainesville has an interesting connection the “Night the
Stars Fell on Alabama,” a well known song and book.   He notes that there was a solar
eclipse in 1833 and during that eclipse a meteor shower.9 The common name at that
time for a meteor shower was “falling stars.”  About 100 years after this event, Carl
Cramer, a native of New York who had been a professor of English at the University
of Alabama, was conducting interviews around Alabama for a future book.  He
reported that locals in Gainesville referred to the meteor shower as the “night stars
fell on Alabama.”  When he published his book of essays in 1935, he gave it the title
of The Night Stars Fell on Alabama, and about that same time the song by the same
name was released.
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Gainesville is bordered on the west by the Mississippi state line and on the
east by the Tombigbee River.  It was this proximity to the river that led to Gainesville
becoming a very prominent shipping point in the 1830s for cotton heading to mar-
kets in Mobile and New Orleans.  Brokers would purchase cotton from the growers
in the area and then arrange for shipment to buyers in those cities.  Most of the cot-
ton grown in and around the western part of the state would have found that ship-
ping via the Tombigbee River at Gainesville the cheapest and quickest mode of trans-
portation available.   

When cotton prices rose by 50  between 1835-1836, it stimulated increased
cotton plantings and Gainesville was ideally situated to provide transportation to
markets.10 By the late 1830s, Gainesville had reached a population of 4,000 and was
reportedly the third largest town in Alabama.11 However, when railroads began to
be introduced into the area during the 1870s,  Gainesville’s locational advantage
quickly disappeared and the town began a slow decline.   The town of Gainesville
had 1,017 residents in 1890 and 532 in 1910.12 (In the most recent U.S. Census
(2010) fewer than 200 people called Gainesville home.)

The McMahon and Bell Families

The William McMahon family originated in Virginia and consisted of his
wife Rebecca and eight children, six boys and two girls.13 The boys were John J.,
William P., Charles J., Robert G., Asher W., and Bert McMahon.  Sometime in the
early 1830s, the family relocated to Cherokee County, Alabama.  From there we
know that John J., Charles, Robert and Asher found their way to Gainesville by
1835.  While in Courtland, Robert G. began a mercantile business with his father,
Andrew Bierne, and Lyle B. Fawcett (bookkeeper).14 The Fawcett family also origi-
nated in Virginia and it is reasonable to assume the families knew each other prior to
relocating to Alabama.  Robert and Lyle moved to Gainesville and were joined by
Robert’s brother, Charles.  It is likely that it is these three who founded the mercan-
tile business known as McMahon, Fawcett and Company (Rosene-109).   

The Bell family of Alabama apparently originated with Turner D. Bell, Sr.
who was reported to be a physician from South Carolina, who had moved to Eutaw,
Alabama in Greene County.15 There he met Elizabeth R.C. Scott, also recently
moved to Greene County with her family from Virginia.  (It should be noted that
Gainesville and Eutaw are only about 10 miles apart.)   In 1828, Turner Bell and
Elizabeth Scott were married and in late 1829 produced a son, Turner D. Bell, Jr.
Unfortunately, Turner D. Sr. died in late 1829, leaving Elizabeth as a very young
(15) mother.    

By 1837, Lyle Fawcett and Elizabeth Scott Bell had become acquainted and
were married in Gainesville.  This would have been about the time that McMahon,
Fawcett and Company was in operation and thus Elizabeth Scott Bell Fawcett would
have been acquainted with Robert G. McMahon, Lyle’s business partner.  Lyle and
Elizabeth produced a son, Robert in 1837, who apparently did not live more than a
year or two.   Again fate dealt a harsh blow to Elizabeth because Lyle Fawcett died in
1838, leaving her a widow for the second time at age 24.  At this point, Elizabeth
would have inherited assets from both husbands and coming from a wealthy family
herself was probably viewed as quite an eligible catch in Gainesville.  Indeed, the
1840 Federal Census shows the widowed Elizabeth as the owner of 10 slaves.

In 1841, Elizabeth Scott Bell Fawcett, now 27 years old, married Robert G.
McMahon, her late husband’s business partner, in Gainesville.   At this point, our
McMahon and Bell families have become related through marriage.  For Elizabeth, as
they say the third time was the charm, and together she and Robert produced three
daughters (1844, 1846 and 1853).   Although it seems unlikely that the business
known as McMahon, Fawcett and Company continued after the death of Lyle, refer-
ences to Robert G. McMahon as a “storekeeper” in 1852 suggest he remained in
some kind of retail business.16 In a letter from Erasmus Fawcett (brother of Lyle) to
Niles Fawcett (another brother) in 1849, he states that “Waterman and Turner Bell
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are carrying on a kind of commission business in the Grocery line.”17 Waterman
was Asher W. McMahon, younger brother of Robert.  At this point, Asher would
have been 32 and Turner Bell not quite 20.  

By 1850, Turner Bell, Jr. (age 20) was still listed as part of the Robert G.
McMahon household (as was his wife, Sallie, and a number of Elizabeth Scott’s rela-
tives).  Also included in the McMahon household in 1850 was Robert’s brother,
Charles, whom we suppose was an early partner in the mercantile business.  Charles
apparently branched out into other activities as evidenced by an ad offering his ser-
vices as a “Receiving and Forwarding Agent” in Gainesville.18 Consistent with this
activity would be the comment by Erasmus that “Charles is doing a storeing (sic)
business in the Warehouses formerly kept by the old consern (sic) of McMahon,
Southerland and Co.”19 The McMahon family appears to have been very entrepre-
neurial, and Turner Bell’s older half-brothers apparently included him in some of
their ventures.

The American Hotel

Backing up a few years to the 1830s when Gainesville was rapidly growing,
it became apparent that a hotel would be a welcomed addition to the town.  The
hotel would serve the cotton shippers, brokers and planters as well as providing a
place for social gatherings and meals for local residents.   Responding to this need, a
Martin Griswold built a hotel in 1836 which he called the American Hotel.20 Sulzby
states that Griswold sold the hotel in about 1842 and for the next 10 years the hotel
changed owners another six times before Robert G. McMahon purchased the hotel
in 1852.  It is likely that at this point Robert would have needed to devote more time
to the hotel business and leave the mercantile business to his brothers and Turner
Bell.

The American Hotel, Gainesville, Alabama. Source: Sulzby, p.17

By 1854, Robert G. McMahon added to his list of titles that of an agent for
the Mississippi Mutual Insurance Company.  He ran ads in local paper stating that
he was “now prepared to issue policies of insurance on Fire, Marine, and River
Risks.”21 Apparently the hotel business did not meet either his entrepreneurial or
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financial needs.  Indeed, Sulzby reported that when McMahon was asked about the
annual losses from his hotel, he would point to his slaves and say “They are eating
out of the hotel also and they look fine.”22

Sulzby continues, “It was not until the War Between the States that he
made money.”23 Although the Hotel may not have been profitable in itself, Census
records show that the value of the McMahon’s personal estate somehow managed to
increase from $2,400 in 1850 to $44,500 in 1860.  Curiously, Turner Bell’s estate
for 1860 showed exactly the same value for 1860 suggesting that he was a full part-
ner with Robert and Elizabeth McMahon.

Turner D. Bell, Jr. Starts New Business

While the 1860 Census states that Turner Bell and Robert McMahon were
also in the farming business, Bell also appears to have ventured into a new business
by the late 1850s.  Ads in the local newspaper began appearing in January 1857 pro-
moting “Iron and Axle Wagons” by Turner D. Bell and Company.24 Apparently the
business was somewhat successful because by 1861 his ads read “Carriages” for rent
and for purchase, as well as promoting a livery stable.  The last ad that ran in the
local paper appears to have been in December of 1862.  

A carriage and livery stable would seem to be important asset to a hotel
business.  Visitors to the hotel would need a place to keep their horses and carriages
while in town.  Whether or not the carriage-livery business was created by
McMahon and his step-son to service the needs of American Hotel guests is not
clear.  But the fact remains that there was surely a synergy between the two business-
es.

It is most likely that the Bell and McMahon notes of 1862 and 1865 were
the issues of two different merchants, father and step-son, who ran two businesses
that, in an interesting way, complemented each other.    The T.D. Bell & Company
carriage and livery business provided a place for the residents of The American
Hotel to keep their horses and carriages.  The Hotel in turn provided a magnet for
individuals to travel and stay in Gainesville.   The Bell and McMahon notes of the
1860s were in fact probably from two different merchants related by marriage, shar-
ing a common “currency.” 

Bell and McMahon Notes of the 1830s

Returning to the notes referenced by Shull as a Bell and McMahon, 183-s,
Gainesville, there are a number of confounding facts about these notes.  We know
that Turner Bell Sr. died in 1829 in Greene County.  Thus he is not likely to have
been the Bell on these notes unless they were printed in the late 1820s and to be
used in a planned venture with a McMahon that failed upon Bell’s premature death.
Since there were no McMahons living in Sumter County in 1830, and the town of
Gainesville was not founded until 1832, it appears that such a venture would have
required either or both Turner Bell Sr. and one of the McMahon boys (Robert or
Charles) to relocate.  With one of the two partners passing away the venture was
abandoned and the notes were never issued.  

It would indeed be a strange set of events to suggest that this initial part-
nership was indeed Turner Bell Sr. and Robert McMahon.  It is known that
McMahon was looking for a place to start a business and perhaps Bell too was inter-
ested in a venture in the fast growing area soon to be known as Gainesville.  This
scenario means that it is quite possible that the 183-’s issues were Turner Bell Sr.
and Robert McMahon, while the 1862 and 1865 issues were Turner Bell, Jr. and
Robert McMahon.  As they say, facts are often stranger than fiction!
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Summary

What became of Turner Bell, Jr., Robert McMahon and Elizabeth
McMahon following the Civil War?  As the end of the Civil War neared, little circu-
lating specie would have been found, and Confederate currency was nearly worth-
less.  Barter was now the primary method of exchange for both the Bell Carriage
company and the American Hotel.  Both Turner Bell and Robert G. McMahon had
run ads in The Independent asking, indeed pleading, for customers to settle their
credit accounts as soon as possible, most likely to little avail.   Consequently they ran
ads which stated that only “in kind” transactions would be accepted.  As early as late
1863, Turner Bell’s ad stated “In future, any of our friends who wish work done,
must come forward and produce something to eat.  We will take chickens, eggs, but-
ter, lard, bacon, beef, and fallow.”25 Robert McManon in 1864 was offering
“Confederate Ice” at the rate of 3 pounds for one pound of butter.26 The American
Hotel had an underground storage area made of brick which allowed it to keep fresh
produce and ice.27 During the later part of the war, McMahon operated the hotel as
a hospital for Confederate wounded and doubtless he had few paying guests.  Turner
Bell’s livery business could hardly have been doing any better.  

It was out of absolute necessity in 1865 that Bell and McMahon requested
and received permission from the military authorities to issue these charge notes to
facilitate what little commerce existed in Gainesville at the time.  But like so many
other commercial ventures at the time, the carriage business must have failed some-
time before 1870 since no occupation is listed for Bell in the Census records.28
Gradually Federal currency began to trickle into the area and the need for Bell and
McMahon change notes evaporated. 

Robert continued to run the American Hotel until he died in 1880 at age
67.  At that time, he was also mayor of Gainesville.   Elizabeth McMahon continued
to live in the Hotel with their daughter Mollie and her husband John Gilbert until
1883 when she died.   The Gilberts lived in the hotel for some after 1883.  The hotel
was finally torn down in 1915.   It is not clear what Turner Bell did immediately fol-
lowing the war, but given his apparent entrepreneurial spirit and the fact he had 7
children, it is hard to image he was idle.  By 1880 he was listed as “Town Marshall”
of Gainesville, a position he continued to hold even in 1890 at the age of 76.    He
died sometime after 1900.   
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THE FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE U.S.
Mexican Numismatic Association will be held Friday and

Saturday November 2nd and 3rd 2012 at the Hilton Scottsdale
Resort, 6333 N Scottsdale Road, Scottsdale, Arizona, according
to the group’s Executive Director Cory Frampton.  The bourse
area will be open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days.

The association has 300 members dedicated to the collec-
tion of Mexican coins, currency and other collectibles.  The asso-
ciation publishes a quarterly journal on a variety of topics.  

The show features three speakers each day in the meeting
room from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Speakers include Richard Long on
“A Life in Mexican Numismatics;” Phil Flemming on “Colonial
8 Escudo Cobs;” Mike Dunigan moderating a “Roundtable
Discussion of Republic 8 Reales;” Peter Dunham on “Historical
Images on Mexican Currency;” Huston Pearson on “20th
Century Currency of the Banco de Mexico;” and Elmer Powell
on “Paper Money and other Collectibles of the Mexican
Revolution.”

The group has arranged a special room rate at the resort of
$149 per night.  “The easiest way to make a reservation is to go
to usmex.org and follow the links,” Frampton noted.  “The
weather in Scottsdale is excellent this time of year, with lots of
activities, shopping and restaurants in the immediate area.  The
hotel provides a free shuttle to Scottsdale Fashion Square and
local restaurants.  The Phoenix airport is a fifteen minute taxi
ride from the resort and Super Shuttle is also available,” he
added.

Admission to the convention will be free to members, $5 to
nonmembers and free to all family members and kids under 15.
“The admission fee can be applied to a membership fee if you
wish to join,” Frampton said.    For more information about the
Association go to usmex.org.

For more information Contact Cory Frampton, Executive
Director at 602 228-9331or cory@mexicancoincompany.com. �
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